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MARKETING | RESEARCH ARTICLE

Analysis of the intrinsic signals, extrinsic signals
and the expected quality of the organic tortilla to
assess its purchasing intentions
Brenda Patricia Gallegos-Hernández1, Héctor Hugo Pérez-Villarreal1*, Igor Barahona2 and
Yesica Mayett-Moreno1

Abstract: The purpose of the following research is to analyze the expectations and
perceptions of the consumer through the measuring of the intrinsic and extrinsic
signals, as well as the expected quality of the organic tortilla to evaluate its impact
over the purchasing intention. The design of the research was non- experimental,
the scope was descriptive, correlational, causal and cross-sectional. The sampling
method was non-probabilistic by convenience using a personal survey applied to
a sample of 386 consumers at Tlaxcala’s Alternative Market in 2017. This research
demonstrates the importance of the consumer while looking for alternatives to
assess their purchase. The importance it shows among the organic sector is related
to the information obtained, in order to design marketing strategies oriented
toward the processed food market, being able to improve the signaling of the
product and the perception of the consumer.

Subjects: Marketing Research; Consumer Behaviour; Marketing Management; Retail
Marketing
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1. Introduction
The recent increase in the population oriented towards the consumption of by-products resulting
from organic farming is one of the most important tendencies of the last decade. This orientation
is supported both by socio-cultural and environmental factors; which altogether represent
a sustainable option (Schwentesius, Gómez, Ortigoza, & Gómez, 2014). According to Willer and
Kilcher (2012), though Africa, Asia and Europe are home to 34% of the total of organic producers,
indicators reveal that Uganda, India and México have taken a stance on the list, adding 1.6 million
producers around the world.

In México, productive processes are regulated by the Organic Produce Law, through the National
Service of Health Services, Innocuousness and Agro-alimentary Quality [SENASICA] (Secretary of
Agriculture, Stockbreeding, Rural Development, Fishing and Feeding [SAGARPA], 2016). SAGARPA
(2017) reported 13 certified national organizations (third party audits) and increased their cover-
age to 22,933 producers in 2017, and 157 processed products certified as organic ones.

One of the players in the organic field is the consumer, who has changed its purchasing habits
and has become much more thoughtful when choosing between such products and conventional
ones, set aside by the benefits they offer. Kiss, Kontor, and Kun (2015) state that the client’s
perception is an interesting aspect since they consider certain characteristics such as flavor, odor
and having nutrients that are far superior to those of standard products, represent an opportunity
for producers and traders.

Hence, Chih-Ching and Yu-Mei (2015) suggest it is important to develop marketing strategies.
Identifying the factors that interfere with the consumer’s behavior and motivate them to buy
organic products. With this idea in mind, both production and commercialization of organic
produce in Mexico is being driven by specialized markets among different cities. There, local
farmers offer certified high-quality products (Roldan, Gracia, Santana, and Horbath, 2016).

The following research centers on the Alternative Market of Tlaxcala, where there is a big
amount of consumers who buy organic tortillas. However, producers do not have enough informa-
tion about the consumer that could allow them to make better decisions on how to increase
market sales. Hence, the analysis of all the intrinsic and extrinsic signals of the organic tortilla as
well as the quality consumers expect when buying, will provide elements to assess the impact
generated by the purchasing intention.

2. Literature review

2.1. Organic farming and green marketing
Due to the existence of an alimentary demand on behalf of the population, several producers have
tried to meet such requests in as little time as possible and speed up the productive processes by
using agrochemicals in excess. Shu-Yen, Chiao-Chen, and Tyrone (2016) note that these farming
practices convey negative effects not only for the environment but also for the health of the
consumers, who are paying close attention to organic products as an alternative to this problem.

Anwar and Jan (2016) point out that Green Marketing involves activities related to the produc-
tion and/or consumption of products that are environmentally friendly. Turning out to be attractive
for many traders since it allows them to look after a new market niche where consumers are
conscious about environmental protection, willing to pay a higher price to the one they would pay
for a conventional product.

2.2. The consumer of organic products and the purchasing intention
Paul and Rana (2012) define organic products as those cultivated free from agrochemicals,
pesticides or genetically modified organisms that are harmful to the environment. On the other
hand, Gbadamosi (2016) sustains the fact that the intention to purchase green products is one
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behavior displayed by the consumer in favor of the environment. There are assertions about the
factors that affect the behavior and therefore exert influence over the purchasing intention.
Bartels, Reinders, Sen, and Du (2015) indicate that the behavior shown among organic product
consumers is defined based on what they have acquired.

Therefore, Liang (2016) argues the intention to acquire this type of products is affected by the
link between distribution channels and the frequency of interaction of the consumer. Pearson,
Henryks, Sultan, and Anisimova (2013) point out the intention derives from the individual’s
motivation and its relationship with two elements: the attitude displayed towards organic products
and the system values it possesses. Also, they mention the term value refers to the products’
attributes and it functions as a record of the purchasing intention. According to Mohd Suki (2018),
the products’ reputation and the image could increase of the purchasing intention.

2.3. Product signals and their impact on the purchasing intention
Bi, Gao, Hause, and Hausmann (2015) highlight the importance of the signals perceived by the
consumer as an indicator of the quality they expect to obtain from the product and suggest resorting
to the Theory of Using Signs. There are three tests to conduct sensory assessment: descriptive;
compares the physical attributes of the product. Discriminatory; establishes differences between
products and Hedonic, which evaluates the consumer preferences regarding the products.

Nasir and Karakaya (2014) state that some product signals function as predictors of the
purchasing intention, therefore the perception revolves around hedonic and functional variables
of the product. So, the consumer searches for the product which offers a higher number of
benefits. Likewise, Shu-Yen et al. (2016) sustain the physical attributes are key elements among
attitude generation, which when favorable, not only improve the product’s image but also increase
the consumer’s purchasing intention.

Regarding the organic products’ intrinsic and extrinsic signals, Sampaio and Gosling (2015)
explain that just like conventional products, these elements generate an impact on the purchasing

Healthy eating habits 
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Availability 

Family unit 

Knowledge 
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Figure 1. Model of organic food
consumer behavior. Adapted
from Sampaio & Gosling (2015).
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intention (see Figure 1). Additionally, they insist on the importance they have for the consumer
considering perceptions over health, pricing, branding, quality and availability of the product, to
assess them all together at the moment of deciding whether to buy it or not.

At last, Pearson et al. (2013) mention it is necessary to communicate and explain to all the
positive intrinsic and extrinsic attributes of the organic products to the consumer. The previous,
with the objective of justifying the benefits they promise and guarantee the food’s value. This way,
the consumer may change its perception about the relationship between the cost and benefits and
will be convinced to proceed with the purchase.

2.4. Impact of the intrinsic and extrinsic signals of the organic product over the consumer’s
perception
Corchs, Ciocca, Bricolo,and Gasparini (2016) mention the intrinsic signals weigh more in the
consumer’s mind when assessing a product. In the alimentary field, they sustain the first intrinsic
attribute to analyze is the product’s appearance, which tends to influence directly on their
perception. In the same sense, Chao-Sen (2015) stands by the design as more than just a simple
representation, since it symbolizes a valuable signal, attracting the consumer and strengthening
the perceived image.

Fisher, Du Rand, and Erasmus (2012) emphasize the need to use product signals correctly, to
communicate a message that can awaken the consumer’s attention. Zimmerman and Shimoga
(2014) agree that the design is an element that influences the determination of the product’s
perceived value. However, they point out the consumer also considers other intrinsic variables such
as portion size, how healthy it is, as well as being influenced by the behavior of other individuals.

In this way, Ergönül and Ergönül (2015) explain that signals motivating organic consumption and
influencing directly during product selection are linked to both functional elements like health, and
extrinsic properties such as quality assurance, origin safety and pricing. Thus, Lim, Yong, and Suryadi
(2014) illustrate that even when the perception is related to the value attributed to the characteristics
of the product, the consumer keeps track of the expenses that result from the purchase.

Jaramillo (2016) describes how the consumer acquires the product due to their intrinsic
characteristics and information about health and environmental benefits they offer. Moreover,
flavor is an important factor, followed by the quality and freshness of the consumables used during
its production. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO 2017) emphasize that the nutritional
quality refers to the attributes of the product in terms of nutrients and energy intake. Continuing
with this order of ideas, we propose the following hypotheses:

H1a. Intrinsic signals perceived of an organic product as the tortilla are positively and directly
related to expected health quality.

H1b. Intrinsic signals perceived of an organic product as the tortilla are positively and directly
related to expected nutritional quality.

H1c. Intrinsic signals perceived of an organic product as the tortilla are positively and directly
related to expected sensory quality.

H1d. Intrinsic signals perceived of an organic product as the tortilla are positively and directly
related to expected convenience quality.

H1e. Intrinsic signals perceived of an organic product as the tortilla are positively and directly
related to expected process quality.
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Pricing becomes an extrinsic factor determining the decision-making process and affecting the
satisfaction when the product’s benefits turn out to be insufficient for the buyer. Bezawanda and
Pauwels (2013) explain that the price is an indicator of the relationship between cost and benefit;
the consumer expects products to deliver a higher value to make up for the price they are willing to
pay. Hence, if the price is too high the buyer might reconsider purchasing the product if the
advantages are unknown.

In case of organics, Iyer, Davaru and Paswan (2016) argue that consumers usually consider the
price of these products to be very high, so before deciding whether they buy them or not, they
conduct an internal evaluation where they suppose there should exist an equivalent or higher
number of benefits justifying the purchase.

From another perspective, Araque, Montero, Rivera, and Aragon (2015) show health and envir-
onmental benefits are elements that determine the quality and take part in the product assess-
ment process. Focusing on that, Vega, Torres, Murgado, and Parras (2014) claim that when the
components of an organic product (such as nutrients) contribute to health, the perception of the
customer improves along with its quality.

Vega, Parras, Murgado, and Torres (2013) assert that the value attributed to the product’s quality
depends on extrinsic signals such as health, process quality, nutrients and legitimacy of its origin.
Nevertheless, Llamas (2009) details how the product’s process is an important element for the
consumer since being able to confirm the usage of quality controls makes it easier to choose
whether to buy a product or not.

On the other hand, Ahmed and Byker (2017) mention that in the alimentary context, the
sensorial attributes of the food are those that determine the quality of the product and therefore,
exert a mediating effect on the purchase decisions. However, Fernández-Ferrín, Bande, Calvo-
Turrientes, and Galán-Ladero (2017) emphasize that the ease with which the consumer can
acquire and prepare a food, for example, a local product, is a determinant factor of the significant
quality since it suggests a natural food. In that sense, the following hypothesis states that:

H2a. Extrinsic signals perceived of an organic product as the tortilla are positively and directly
related to expected health quality.

H2b. Extrinsic signals perceived of an organic product as the tortilla are positively and directly
related to expected nutritional quality.

H2c. Extrinsic signals perceived of an organic product as the tortilla are positively and directly
related to expected sensory quality.

H2d. Extrinsic signals perceived of an organic product as the tortilla are positively and directly
related to expected convenience quality.

H2e. Extrinsic signals perceived of an organic product as the tortilla are positively and directly
related to expected process quality.

2.5. Relationship between the organic product signals and the expected quality
For purposes of this study, the consumer’s expectations are analyzed in function of the expected
quality, according to Ruiz and Parreño (2013) they are the prospects the consumer makes up in his
mind about what he hopes to receive from a product during the purchase. In that sense, Salgado
and Espejel (2016) define five dimensions of the expected quality: expected convenience quality,
expected sanitary quality, expected process quality, expected sensory quality and expected nutri-
tional quality (see Figure 2).
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Related to the convenience quality, Krajewski and Ritzman (2000) outline it comprises the
inherent functions of the product, which from the consumer’s perspective they are more comfor-
table, such as product preservation. On the other hand, sanitary and process quality relate to the
production stage. The World Health Organization (WHO, 2015) defines sanitary quality as the
adequate performance of the processes to optimize the handling of the resources and improve
the user’s safety by decreasing the risks of using external agents such as chemicals. Dolly (2007)
explains that quality is a process linked to different controls established during the planning of
activities which allow delivering a product with specific characteristics to fulfill the expectations of
the customer. As for sensory quality, Costell (2005) says it involves attributes assessed by the
customer, to compare and differentiate it from other products. At that point, he takes those he
considers to be better and relate to its preferences.

Gneezy, Gneezy, and Lauga (2014) mention that quality keeps a close relationship with extrinsic
attributes such as pricing, where each variation impacts the consumer’s expectations. Therefore,
a high price product supposes a higher quality indicator and it fulfills the consumer’s expectations.
In agreement with this affirmation, Rong-Da (2016) states that the price is the attribute with superior
assessment and it symbolizes a safe signal since it guarantees extrinsic attributes like quality are good.

Atanasoaie (2012) revealed how when establishing a pricing rate one must first explain and
convince the consumer about the product’s benefits as related to its value and attribute quality. In
the same sense, Islam (2014) supports the fact that organic products are sold at higher prices
because the consumer has already proven how organic products have a superior quality to those
produced in a conventional way. So, they are confident that paying a higher price is justifiable.

2.6. Relationship between the organic product’s expected quality and the purchasing
intention
Marty et al. (2015) explain that quality among food products is an element that forms the basis of the
positive association between food expenditure. Thus, in food-purchasing behavior, it is possible to
identify purchased higher-quality food and characterize consumer´s choices. According to Menozzi,

Figure 2. Structural model pro-
posed with hypothesis. Source:
Salgado and Espejel (2016).
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Halawany-Darson, Mora, and Giraud (2015) consumers tend to be careful when evaluating the product
because they feel motivated by the quality they expect to find in it. Under this premise, they examine
the food exhaustively before making their purchase, so, at the time of acquiring the product they will
perceive that quality and trust it, which will later result in a greater purchase intention.

Grunert, Hieke, and Wills (2014) exposed how the inherent characteristics of the product play an
important role in the behavior of the consumer during the process of evaluation before making the
decision to consume. As a result, the authors indicate that quality attributes such as the brand,
information written in the package or the price, exert a positive impact over knowledge and
motivation, two elements that intervene during the decision-making process.

On the other hand, Buaprommee and Polyorat (2016) argue that consumers have a quality
consciousness that is deeply related to the different levels of relevance that are assigned to
the product’s quality. In this sense, the higher the level of quality consciousness they have, the
greater the consumer’s interest in looking for high-value food products. Therefore, quality
directly influences consumer behavior and purchase decision-making. For the above,
Campbell (2013) points out that food availability is an attribute that is associated with the
purchase intention of sustainable, local and natural products. Therefore, the consumer is will-
ing to accept the relative difficulty of preparing the food in exchange for enjoying other quality
attributes such as sensory, health, taste, nutritional value and that the product is elaborated
under a natural process.

Additionally, Baker, McCabe, Swithers, Payne, and Kranz (2015) indicate that the preference
that consumers have when choosing any food product is directly influenced by the quality they
expect to find in sensory appeal. In this regard, sensory appeal refers to the physical attributes of
the product such as taste, appearance, texture and smell, which motivate the desire to buy. For all
of the above reasons, we established the following hypothesis:

H3. There is a positive relationship between expected health quality and purchase intent.

H4. There is a positive relationship between expected nutritional quality and purchase intent.

H5. There is a positive relationship between expected sensory quality and purchase intent.

H6. There is a positive relationship between expected convenience quality and purchase intent.

H7. There is a positive relationship between expected process quality and purchase intent.

3. Methodology

3.1. Sample
To tackle our research objectives, we present a research file in the Table 1. We explain general
information about universe, sample unit, geographic area, method, survey and details collection.

3.2. Structural model proposed using a hypothesis
The structural model intended to prove is the one proposed by Salgado and Espejel (2016) in which
they assess two dimensions: consumer perception and expectation around a product; In this case,
we adjusted the characteristics of the organic tortilla. In a way, that perception corresponds to the
product’s intrinsic and extrinsic signals, whereas the expectation comprehends the different types
of the product’s expected quality. Therefore, we seek to determine the existing relationship
between dimensions by measuring its eight concepts and the impact they generate over the
purchasing intention for such products.
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3.3. Instrument design
The instrument consisted of a questionnaire designed based on the model of structural equations
by partial least squares, from now on PLS. It comprehended eight concepts: intrinsic signals
perceived, extrinsic signals perceived, expected sanitary quality, expected nutritional quality,
expected sensory quality, expected convenience quality and expected process quality, which all
together impact on the purchasing intention. (Salgado & Espejel, 2016). In that sense, 72 variables
detached under a 7-level Likert Scale, oriented to measure the previous concepts (see Table 2).

By going through the variables that compose the questionnaire, we look to understand how the
consumer perceives the intrinsic and extrinsic signals of the organic tortilla. In a second stance, the
consumer’s expectations revolving around the attributes they wish to find as indicators of the five types
of quality products. In third place, thedegree of importance assigned to each of the intrinsic and extrinsic
signals of the product to identify those acting as purchasing motivators (Salgado and Espejel, 2016).

3.4. Validity of the instrument
Due to the item adjustment and the inclusion of new variables in the questionnaire, we needed to
conduct the validation of the content and asses the level of reliability of the measuring scales
(Espinoza, Sanhueza, Ramirez and Saez, 2015). To validate the content we analyzed and refined
the items of the PLS model by Salgado and Espejel (2016), as well as the structural equation model
(SEM) proposed by Leon, Espejel and De la Serna (2016). We also used an in-depth focus group and
interview techniques to present items according to the product’s characteristics.

Malhotra (2008) suggests conducting a pilot test in order to prove the questionnaire before applying it
to the target population. Therefore, onMarch 2017,we applied the instrument to 33 individuals, between
10 am and 12 pm inside the market. As far as the reliability scale goes, Frías (2014) supports the idea of
using Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability Coefficient to observe the degree of internal consistency among
variables to determine if they, in fact, measure the concepts, where a value close to 1 indicates a high
consistency between items. From the previous, we obtained the following data (see Table 3).

Based on the performed analysis, there is a positive correlation between the instrument’s scales. The
coefficient of concepts possessing more internal consistency are: 0.756 in perceivable intrinsic signals,
0.934 regarding the expected sanitary quality, 0.744 on expected process quality and 0.904 on purchas-
ing intention. Whereas the lowest values belong to 0.601 on perceivable extrinsic signals, 0.602 on
expected sensory quality, 0.623 on expected convenience quality and 0.692 on the expected nutritional
quality.

Table 1. Research file

Universe 1,272,847 inhabitants in the state of Tlaxcala.

Sample unit Men and women over 18 years of age belonging to the state of Tlaxcala, who
consume organic tortillas.

Geographical scope State of Tlaxcala.

Information collection
method

Personal survey by interception.

Survey Likert scale with 7 points: 1 Totally disagree, 2 Quite disagree, 3 Disagree, 4
Neither disagree nor agreement, 5 Agree, 6 Fairly agree, 7 Totally agree. Total: 8
constructs and 74 items.

Place of data collection Alternative Market of Tlaxcala located in the town of Ocotlán. Mexico.

Procedure Not probabilistic and for convenience.

Field work’s date The questionnaires are applied in different days and times; Monday from 9:00
am to 11 am, Friday from 11 am to 1 pm and Sundays from 1 pm to 3 pm.
Period: March-April 2017.
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George and Mallery (2003) state that Cronbach’s Alpha value can be considered acceptable if it is
higher than 0.7 However, Huh, Delorme, and Reid (2006) agree that when the exploratory studies
demonstrate values that are equal or superior to 0.6 can also validate the instrument. In that
sense, the concepts do possess internal consistency and the instrument is in fact valid.

Table 2. Operationalization of the questionnaire items

Construct Question/Item

Intrinsic Signs 1-Color
2-Freshness
3-Texture
4-Consistency

5-Flavor
6-Natural appearance
7-Size
8-Shape

9-Thickness
10-Weight
11-Temperature
12-Fragrance

Extrinsic Signs 13-Price
14-Knowledge of the
producer’s name
15-Producer’s reputation

16-Quality of packaging
material
17-Packaging design
18-Packing size

19-Environmental impact
due to packaging

Expected health quality 1-Free of conservatives 2-Chemical free 3-Gluten free

Expected nutritional
quality

4-Low salt 5-Low in calories 6-Nutritional value

Expected sensory
quality

7-Fragrance
8-Flavor
9-Natural appearance
10- Shape

11-Size
12-Color
13-Texture
14-Freshness

15-Consistency
16-Weight
17-Thickness
18-Temperature

Expected convenience
quality

19-Ease of preparation 20-Ease of conservation 21-Storage facility

Expected process quality 22-Quality controls
23-Certified process

24-Natural process
25-Government
regulation

26-Ecological process

Purchase intent 1-Color
2-Flavor
3-Texture
4-Size
5-Freshness
6-Consistency
7-Shape
8-Thickness
9-Natural appearance
10-Temperature

11-Weight
12-Price
13-Brand
14-Brand reputation
15-Packaging design
16-Environmental impact
due to packaging
17-Label
18-Date of elaboration
19-Date of Expiry
20-Chemical free

21-Free of conservatives
22-Nutritional value
23-Low salt
24-Ease of acquisition
25-Ease of conservation
26-Ecological process
27-Certified process
28-Natural process
29-Quality controls

Note: The table shows the items that make up each construct.

Table 3. Analysis of Cronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficient

Number of cases Construct Number of items Alpha of Cronbach (α)
33 valid
0 excluded

Intrinsic Signs Perceived 12 0.765

Extrinsic Signs Perceived 7 0.601

Expected health quality 3 0.934

Expected nutritional
quality

3 0.692

Expected sensory quality 12 0.602

Expected convenience
quality

3 0.623

Expected process quality 5 0.744

Purchase intent 29 0.904
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3.5. Statistical technique
The database was examined with the aid of statistic packages IBM-SPSS Statistic Base, STATA SE 13.0
Base, and SmartPLS Professional. According to Vilalta (2016), we used descriptive statistics to study
demographic variables, as well as central tendency measurements and dispersion to analyze the
scale’s values. In order to shape the distribution, we resorted to the Shapiro-Wilk normality test.

In reference to the study of correlations between the different concept variables, we followed
the methodology proposed by Salgado and Espejel (2016) using multivariate analysis as the
correlation coefficient by Pearson and the PLS Technique. Lastly, we eliminated the variables and
concepts with low significance to create a PLS model capable of predicting the purchasing inten-
tion of organic tortillas.

4. Analysis of the results

4.1. Descriptive analysis
Based on the data obtained from the surveys, we built a crosstab matrix to find out character-
istics of the sample (386 consumers). We identified that even when the number of men and
women was similar; the Female group was wider, since it represented 50.78% of the respon-
dents, in comparison to the male group which accounted for 49.22% of the total sample
population. In reference to the level of studies, most of the consumers have a degree, 51.30%
of the total sample, followed by those who accomplished a high school diploma, which repre-
sents 29.79% of the total (see Table 4).

Referring to the marital status of the consumers, Figure 3 shows that 50% of the sample
population was single, 30% was married and 15% have a free union. Meanwhile, the widowers
and the divorced represent a 2% and 3% minority, respectively.

In relation to the income level, Figure 4 demonstrates that 26% of the people earn less than
$5,000 a month, 30% represents those who earn between $5,000 and 10,000; 27% of the sample
earn between $11,000 and $15,000. The remaining 17% belongs to a small group of consumers
with a monthly income of $16,000 to $36,000 and on.

Table 4. Demographics of the consumers surveyed

Academic level

Gender Secondary High school Bachelor’s
degree

Postgraduate Total

Female 25 6.4% 56 14.5% 100 25.9% 15 3.8% 196 50.7%

Male 16 4.1% 59 15.2% 98 25.3% 17 4.4% 190 49.2%

Total 41 10.6% 115 29.7% 198 51.3% 32 8.2% 386 100%

50%

30%
15%

2% 3%

0%

50%

100%

SINGLE MARRIED FREE UNION DIVORCED WIDOWER

Marital statusFigure 3. Marital status.
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Figure 5 displays the municipalities of origin, where the predominant group comes from
Huamantla, representing 17% of the sample, people living in Tlaxcala represent 11% of the
sample, and those residing in Apizaco and Chiautempan each represent a 7% of the total.

4.2. Normality test
Martin, Lafuente, and Faura (2015) advise demonstrating the distribution prior to conducting the
statistical analysis. Guisande, Vaamonde, and Barreiro (2013) state that the most reliable test to
measure the variable’s normality is the Shapiro-Wilk test. The test compares the value of W to
a critical value according to the level of significance, which is usually 5% and establishes a null
hypothesis signaling a normal distribution when the value of P is higher than 0.05 (see Table 5).

According to the values obtained in the previous table, given the value of P (PROB>Z) for each of
the 74 variables of the model is lower than 5% the hypothesis is rendered null and void, hence it
indicates an asymmetric distribution.

4.3. Pearson’s correlation coefficient
Guisande et al. (2013) explain that in order to measure the relationship between two variables we
can use Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r). It allows us to observe the magnitude of the relation-
ship between each pair of variables and the level of dependency they have. Values closer to −1 and
1 show a strong correlation. Given that the coefficients obtained in the present study match the
acceptable range, and the significance level remains below 5%, the variables subjected to mea-
surement are related and relevant.

26%

30%
27%

10%

3%
2%

1% 1%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

LESS THAN 269

USD

FROM 270 USD

TO 539 USD

FROM 540 USD

TO 808 USD

FROM 809 USD

TO 1078 USD

FROM 1079 USD

TO 1347 USD

FROM 1348 USD

TO 1616 USD

FROM 1617 USD

TO 1886 USD

MORE THAN

1887 USD

Figure 4. Income level.

11%

7%

17%

4%
3%

3%4%4%
7%

6%

3%
3%

3%

4%

4%

3%
3%

4%
4% 3%

Municipality
TLAXCALA
APIZACO
HUAMANTLA
NANACAMILPA
ALTZAYANCA
TLAXCO
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IXTACUIXTLA
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Figure 5. Municipality of origin.
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Table 5. Shapiro-Wilk test

Shapiro-Wilk test

ITEM W PROB>Z ITEM W PROB>Z
P_COLOR 0.9204 0.000 E_EASE OF PREPARATION 0.9151 0.000

P_FRESHNESS 0.9037 0.000 E_EASE OF
CONSERVATION

0.8899 0.000

P_TEXTURE 0.8987 0.000 E_EASE OF STORAGE 0.9350 0.000

P_CONSISTENCY 0.8978 0.000 E_QUALITY CONTROLS 0.8194 0.000

P_FLAVOR 0.9020 0.000 E_CERTIFIED PROCESS 0.8965 0.000

P_NATURAL
APPEARANCE

0.9348 0.000 E_NATURAL PROCESS 0.8402 0.000

P_SIZE 0.8843 0.000 E_GOVERNMENT
REGULATION

0.9688 0.000

P_SHAPE 0.9489 0.000 E_ECOLOGICAL PROCESS 0.8329 0.000

P_THICKNESS 0.8944 0.000 I_COLOR 0.8704 0.000

P_WEIGHT 0.9049 0.000 I_FLAVOR 0.8146 0.000

P_TEMPERATURE 0.9144 0.000 I_TEXTURE 0.8220 0.000

P_FRAGRANCE 0.9224 0.000 I_SIZE 0.8765 0.000

P_PRICE 0.9489 0.000 I_FRESHNESS 0.8111 0.000

P_PRODUCER’S
KNOWLEDGE

0.9797 0.000 I_CONSISTENCY 0.8473 0.000

P_PRODUCER’S
REPUTATION

0.9685 0.000 I_SHAPE 0.9525 0.000

P_QUALITY OF
PACKAGING MATERIAL

0.9932 0.082 I_THICKNESS 0.8731 0.000

P_PACKAGING DESIGN 0.9838 0.000 I_NATURAL APPEARANCE 0.8607 0.000

P_PACKAGING SIZE 0.9777 0.000 I_TEMPERATURE 0.8996 0.000

P_ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT OF
PACKAGING

0.9771 0.000 I_WEIGHT 0.8664 0.000

E_FREE OF
CONSERVATIVES

0.8068 0.000 I_PRICE 0.9576 0.000

E_FREE OF CHEMICALS 0.8308 0.000 I_BRAND 0.9908 0.017

E_GLUTEN FREE 0.8276 0.000 I_BRAND’S REPUTATION 0.9684 0.000

E_LOW IN SALT 0.8859 0.000 I_PACKAGING DESIGN 0.9800 0.000

E_LOW IN CALORIES 0.9558 0.000 I_ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT OF PACKAGING

0.9016 0.000

E_NUTRITIONAL
VALUE

0.8845 0.000 I_LABEL 0.9546 0.000

E_FRAGRANCE 0.9416 0.000 I_DATE OF ELABORATION 0.8945 0.000

E_FLAVOR 0.8337 0.000 I_DATE OF EXPIRY 0.8706 0.000

E_NATURAL
APPEARANCE

0.8523 0.000 I_FREE OF CHEMICALS 0.8285 0.000

E_SHAPE 0.9420 0.000 I_FREE OF
CONSERVATIVES

0.8178 0.000

E_SIZE 0.8861 0.000 I_NUTRITIONAL VALUE 0.8713 0.000

E_COLOR 0.8337 0.000 I_LOW IN SALT 0.8947 0.000

E_TEXTURE 0.8615 0.000 I_EASE OF ACQUISITION 0.8724 0.000

E_FRESHNESS 0.8690 0.000 I_EASE OF
CONSERVATION

0.9093 0.000

E_CONSISTENCY 0.8718 0.000 I_ECOLOGICAL PROCESS 0.8429 0.000

(Continued)
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Table 6. Averages and standard deviation of the items by construct

Averages and Standard Deviation of the items by construct

Construct Item Average per
Item

Average per
Construct

Standard
Deviation

Intrinsic Signs
Perceived

P_COLOR 5.7953 5.8698 1.2901

P_FRESHNESS 6.0751 1.1874

P_TEXTURE 5.9689 1.2562

P_CONSISTENCY 5.9845 1.2166

P_FLAVOR 5.9948 1.2771

P_NATURAL
APPEARANCE

5.8497 1.2497

P_SIZE 5.8705 1.1526

P_SHAPE 5.5285 1.1375

P_THICKNESS 5.8342 1.1158

P_WEIGHT 5.8549 1.2208

P_TEMPERATURE 5.8549 1.2750

P_FRAGRANCE 5.8264 1.1703

Extrinsic Signs
Perceived

P_PRICE 4.7513 4.6070 2.0564

P_PRODUCER’S
KNOWLEDGE

4.5777 2.0902

P_PRODUCER’S
REPUTATION

4.9352 1.9747

P_QUALITY OF
PACKAGING MATERIAL

4.6580 1.6863

P_PACKAGING DESIGN 4.0751 1.9519

P_PACKAGING SIZE 4.8575 1.7882

P_ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT OF
PACKAGING

4.3938 2.1100

Expected Health
Quality

E_FREE OF
CONSERVATIVES

6.3316 6.3126 1.0439

E_FREE OF CHEMICALS 6.3705 1.0294

E_GLUTEN FREE 6.2358 1.1160

Expected
Nutritional Quality

E_LOW IN SALT 5.9378 5.8756 1.2236

E_LOW IN CALORIES 5.5311 1.4014

E_NUTRITIONAL
VALUE

6.1580 1.1792

(Continued)

Table 5. (Continued)

Shapiro-Wilk test

ITEM W PROB>Z ITEM W PROB>Z

E_WEIGHT 0.8590 0.000 I_CERTIFIED PROCESS 0.8602 0.000

E_THICKNESS 0.8390 0.000 I_NATURAL PROCESS 0.8158 0.000

E_TEMPERATURE 0.9055 0.000 I_QUALITY CONTROLS 0.7941 0.000

Note: The table shows the values obtained in W and p (PROB>Z) in the 74 items.
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4.4. Item analysis by construct using tendency measurements and deviation
According to Mendenhall, Beaver, and Beaver (2013) standard deviation allow us to observe the
distance between any items from a sample as related to the average. In Table 6, the scores of
each item are 1 to 2 standard deviations away from the average, and the polled sample assigned
a superior value to 4 of the attributes of the tortilla from a 7-point scale, which shows a positive
score.

We used an arithmetic mean to identify the characteristics of greater impact on the consumer,
locating the highest values among variables. Hence, the intrinsic signals that had a greater impact
on the consumer were freshness, consistency, and flavor, while the extrinsic signals with the
highest effect were the producer’s reputation, followed by the package size and the price.

Following the methodology of Vilalta (2016) the inherent attributes of the organic tortilla that
generate the highest expectations are: in the expected sanitary quality that the product is free of
chemicals; in the expected nutritional quality the nutritional value; in the expected sensory quality
flavor, freshness and consistency; in the expected convenience quality o, the ease of preservation
of the product and in the expected process quality that the production process is natural, has
quality controls and is ecological.

Table 6. (Continued)

Averages and Standard Deviation of the items by construct

Construct Item Average per
Item

Average per
Construct

Standard
Deviation

Expected Sensory
Quality

E_FRAGRANCE 5.9352 6.1593 1.1637

E_FLAVOR 6.3990 0.9237

E_NATURAL
APPEARANCE

6.2927 0.9533

E_SHAPE 5.6658 1.2123

E_SIZE 6.0337 1.0769

E_COLOR 6.2358 1.0212

E_TEXTURE 6.2979 1.0202

E_FRESHNESS 6.3653 0.9928

E_CONSISTENCY 6.3679 0.9476

E_WEIGHT 6.1218 1.1134

E_THICKNESS 6.2047 1.1152

E_TEMPERATURE 5.9922 1.1013

Expected
Convenience
Quality

E_EASE OF
PREPARATION

5.9145 5.9231 1.2254

E_EASE OF
CONSERVATION

6.0259 1.1186

E_EASE OF STORAGE 5.8290 1.1960

Expected Process
Quality

E_QUALITY CONTROLS 6.3238 5.9534 1.0275

E_CERTIFIED PROCESS 6.0829 1.1988

E_NATURAL PROCESS 6.3834 1.0003

E_GOVERNMENT
REGULATION

4.7876 1.8867

E_ECOLOGICAL
PROCESS

6.1891 1.1500

Note: The table shows the means and standard deviation by item and construct.
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Also, these results indicate that the elements that generate the highest expectations in the
consumer regarding the expected sanitary quality are that the product is free of chemicals. Of the
nutritional quality expected the nutritional value; of the expected sensory quality is the flavor and
freshness of the product. From the expected convenience, the preservation of the product and the
expected process quality, the quality controls and that it is ecological.

It is important to point out that the expected quality in the expectation dimension hasmeans superior
to those of the perception dimension. Although the consumer positively qualified the physical and
inherent characteristics of the organic tortilla, it expects to receive better attributes in color and shape
of the product, as well as a better packaging design that does not harm the environment.

4.5. Multivariate analysis tests
According to Salgado and Espejel (2016), the model is composed of eight constructs of reflective
nature; in the dimension of perception are the intrinsic and extrinsic signals. In the dimension of
expectation are the expected quality of health, nutrition, sensory, convenience and process. The
constructs quantify the impact that their variables exert on the purchase intention of the organic
tortilla. Levy and Varela (2006) point out that a reflective construct is one in which the variables
explain the construct.

Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and Black (1999) outline how this model helps indicate type of relationship
between each group of variables, going throughmultiple variables to evaluate independent variables. At
the same time, a structural model links the independent variables with the dependent ones. To this
matter, Salgado and Espejel (2016) highlight that the most suitable technique to quantify the existing
relationship between constructs is through the multivariate statistic technique of Partial Least
Squares (PLS).

Hair, Hult, Ringle, and Sarstedt (2017) explain that to know the significance of the PLS structuralmodel,
the Bootstrapping techniquemust be usedwhen applying the PLS algorithm. Therefore, we obtained the
t-student test, the Path coefficient and the coefficient of determination R2 to know the type and
magnitude of the relationships between the constructs. In this sense, the Path coefficient determines
howeach variable influences the constructs, aswell as the type of relationship that exists from construct
to construct, being significant when it approaches −1 or +1.

The R2 coefficient establishes to what extent the variance explains the variables, the higher its
value, the better will the model explain the constructs. Meanwhile, the t-student test estimates the
individual significance of the variables, where the null hypothesis states that a relationship is
significant when the value is higher than 1.96 (Hair et al., 2017). Based on the above, we used
a Bootstrapping on 500 subsamples and 500 maximum iterations to identify the variables with the
most significant loads in each construct, obtaining the following:

Based on the Table 7, we observed values below 1.645 in 8 relationships, between the
construct of extrinsic signals and the types of quality, as well as in the convenience, sanitary
and nutritional quality and the intention of purchase. Thus, eight hypotheses are supported:
H1a, H1c, H1d, H1e, H3, H5, H6 and H7. These results reveal that the inherent characteristics of
the product (extrinsic signals) have no significant relationship with the other constructs.
Therefore, we require a secondary confirmatory analysis (Figure 6):

As in Figure 6, the relation between the extrinsic signals and the types of expected quality possess
lower values (closer to 0 in all the cases). This confirms there does not exist a significant relation between
the previously mentioned constructs and what is more interesting, the client does not consider the
organic tortilla’s inherent characteristics as relevant when evaluation its intention to purchase them.

On the other hand, we conducted a comparison between the PSL model of the intention to
purchase organic tortillas without intrinsic signals (Figure 6) against the model without extrinsic
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signals (Figure 7), in order to analyze the behavior of the variables and indicators. By eliminating
the intrinsic signal construct loads change to positive; however, its relationship with the constructs
of expected quality and the intention of purchase remain weak.

Likewise, the Path coefficients of extrinsic signals-expected quality and expected quality-purchase
intention show values lower than 0.7, showing that the relationships are not significant. Therefore, the
variablesof theextrinsic signal constructarenotable toexplain themodel and it is necessary toeliminate
them. Then, we verified that the intrinsic signal model has better construct-construct and variable-
construct indicators in Path coefficients and in R2 determination coefficients (Figure 7):

The model was retaken with the construct of perceived intrinsic signals (Figure 8) and eliminated
both constructs and variables with Path coefficients lower than 0.6, to obtain an effective model
with items that really influence the consumer when evaluating the product. Therefore, the new PLS
model has Path coefficients of 0.722 between the perceived intrinsic signals and the expected
sensory quality, as well as 0.833 between the expected sensory quality and the purchase intention.

Table 7. Relationship analysis

Research hypotheses

Relationship Standard
deviation

T-value p-value Supported

H1a Intrinsic signs perceived->Expected
health quality

0.063 10.606 0.000*** Yes

H1b Intrinsic signs perceived->Expected
nutritional quality

0.062 9.3 0.000*** Yes

H1c Intrinsic signs perceived->Expected
sensory quality

0.048 15.592 0.000*** Yes

H1d Intrinsic signs perceived->Expected
convenience quality

0.061 8.588 0.000*** Yes

H1e Intrinsic signs perceived->Expected
process quality

0.059 11.393 0.000*** Yes

H2a Extrinsic signs perceived->Expected
health quality

0.049 0.659 0.510 No

H2b Extrinsic signs perceived->Expected
nutritional quality

0.046 0.45 0.653 No

H2c Extrinsic signs perceived->Expected
sensory quality

0.04 1.478 0.140 No

H2d Extrinsic signs perceived->Expected
convenience quality

0.05 0.489 0.625 No

H2e Extrinsic signs perceived->Expected
process quality

0.049 1.42 0.156 No

H3 Expected health quality->Purchase
intent

0.05 1.934 0.054* Yes

H4 Expected nutritional quality-
>Purchase intent

0.046 1.641 0.101 No

H5 Expected sensory quality->Purchase
intent

0.08 6.134 0.000*** Yes

H6 Expected convenience quality-
>Purchase intent

0.045 1.91 0.057* Yes

H7 Expected process quality->Purchase
intent

0.076 2.737 0.006* Yes

Note: ***p < 0.001, *p < 0.10
Note: The table shows the values obtained in the p-value and t-student test for each pair of constructs.
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In addition, the Figure 8 indicates a strong relationship between the dimensions and a high
level of prediction of the purchasing intention. Likewise, we obtained a Normalized Adjustment
Index (NFI) of 0.782, which according to Garcia, Garcia, and Domenge (2012) being a value
closer to 1 and by the size of the sample, the model’s data adjustment is reasonable. Finally,
the PLS model of the organic tortilla’s purchasing intention is defined in Figure 9:

Using the model presented in Figure 9, the 12 original intrinsic signals that directly impact the
expectations of the consumer of organic tortillas are conserved. However, only the sensory quality
construct expected through nine variables turns out to be significant for the model. Table 8 contains
the three items with the strongest loads in each construct, which exert a high impact on the purchase
intention:

On Table 8, we can identify two high-impact items that coincide in the three model constructs,
these being the texture and the freshness of the organic tortilla, taken as a justification of the
intention to purchase the product. It should be noted that the achieved results represent an
important finding on this subject, since in this case, the consumer weighs more on the quality of
physical characteristics of the product rather than on the packaging design, the brand or its price.

5. Discussion
The given research analyzes the relation that exists between the perceptions and the expectations
of the consumer around the characteristics of the organic tortilla offered in the Alternative Market
of Tlaxcala. The model of structural equations is used to evaluate the attributes of this food and

Figure 6. Analysis of path coef-
ficients- organic tortilla PLS
model.
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measure the impact exerted by the intrinsic and extrinsic signals of the product, as well as the
expected quality on the purchase intention.

By analyzing themeasurements of central tendencies and the statistical tests ofmultivariate analysis
we obtained interesting results that allow us to validate two of the four proposed hypothesis. First of all,
we detect that appearance and size were the intrinsic signals with higher impact over the consumer’s
perception, while the price was the extrinsic signal with higher impact over perception.

We found that in spite of what was stated based on the existing theory, the intrinsic signals belonging
to the organic tortilla that impose a greater impact on consumers are freshness, consistency and flavor.
Whereas, the extrinsic signals with greater impact on the consumer’s perception is the producer’s
reputation, followed by the packaging size and in a third place, the price of the product.

On theother hand, this study indicates that the elements that generate thehighest expectations in the
consumer regarding the expected sanitary quality are that the product is free of chemicals. Of the
expected nutritional quality, the nutritional value of the product; of the expected sensory quality, flavor
and freshness. Of the expected convenience, the preservation of the product and the expected quality
process, the quality controls during the production process and the product being ecological.

We fail to reject H1a, H1c, H1d and H1e because there is a positive relationship between intrinsic
signals perceived by the consumer and the expected health quality, expected nutritional quality,

Figure 7. Tortilla organica PLS
model—extrinsic signals
perceived.
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Figure 8. Organic tortilla PLS
model—perceived intrinsic
signals.

Figure 9. PLS model about the
purchase intention of the
organic tortilla.
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expected sensory quality, expected convenience quality and expected process quality. The model
shows that the extrinsic signals have negative and insignificant coefficients, which is why they were
eliminated from the final model. Likewise, H3, H5, H6 and H7 were validated; because it indicates that
there is a positive relationship between the elements that shape the expected quality (health,
sensory, convenience and process) toward to purchase intention of the organic product.

An early finding shows other attributes exerting influence over the consumer’s expectation, the
consistency of the organic tortilla is a variable among the sensory quality area and the product
resulting from a natural production process a variable among the process quality. Other important
factors are the attributes that improve the expectation of the quality such as flavor, freshness, the
product being free from preservatives, with a natural production process and having quality controls.

A second finding states that the extrinsic signals are not causal of the purchase intention of the
organic tortilla. Therefore, the consumer attaches greater importance to intrinsic type signals such
as the quality of the physical characteristics of the product and gives less weight to extrinsic
elements such as the design and material of the package, the tortilla brand or the price. The final
PLS model shows that the items with the greatest impact that coincide in the three dimensions,
especially the purchase intention, are the texture and freshness of the product.

The tortilla is a product of great relevance for Mexicans since it constitutes a staple of their basic
diet and is a star product by excellence. However, to this date, there is no record of research
related to this product, so this investigation contributes to the consumer’s behavior in relation to
the knowledge in the subject of the perception of the organic tortilla.

6. Conclusion and recommendations
The Alternative Market of Tlaxcala, Mexico is made up of companies that produce and commercialize
organic products of agricultural and livestock origin. It has experienced a decline in the number of people
who buy one of their best products, the organic tortilla. Therefore, the objective of this research was to
analyze consumer expectations and perceptions through the measurement of the intrinsic, extrinsic
signals and the expected quality of the organic tortilla to evaluate its impact on the purchase intention.

The flavor and freshness are considered attributes that influence expectations about quality, as
well as food being free from preservatives, coming produced in a natural process and having
quality controls. We created a new PLS model showing Texture and Freshness as the items with
the greatest impact on the resulting constructs, especially on the purchase intention.

It is necessary to emphasize that the signals of the product with the lowest values were the
color, the shape, the design of the package and its environmental impact. In addition, the

Table 8. Items of greater impact in the organic tortilla PLS model

Construct Item Path coefficient

Perceived intrinsic signals Texture 0.823

Freshness 0.814

Consistency 0.810

Expected sensory quality Freshness 0.785

Texture 0.775

Flavor 0.766

Purchase intention Natural appearance 0.798

Freshness 0.792

Texture 0.788

Note: The table shows the items with the most significant Path coefficients per construct.
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dimension of expectation had higher scores than the perception, which means the consumer
expects to obtain better attributes than those currently received. Therefore, we conclude that
the intrinsic signals of the perception dimension, as well as the expected sensory quality of the
expectation dimension, have a direct impact on the purchase intention of the organic tortilla.

This represents an opportunity area for the organic sector. We propose conducting an evaluation
about what do companies offer and what does the consumer looks for in the product, to highlight
the attributes of greatest interest for the market of the organic tortilla and improve those that do
not satisfy the costumer’s expectations. It is important to consider new marketing strategies to
improve the customer’s perception and increase the knowledge about the benefits they could
acquire when consuming this type of products. Lastly, the given research, aside from favoring
companies in the Alternative Market and the consumer, generates a triple impact.

From the social perspective, it generates greater knowledge for the Mexican population regard-
ing the attributes contained in this product, which by obtaining this type of information can follow
this trend and eat healthier or better quality food. In the economic aspect, it promotes the local
organic produce that is the source of income of diverse families and the creation of jobs in the
matter of production. In the ecological field, it respects the conservation of natural resources and
reduces the health risks caused by the excessive use of agrochemicals.

Finally, future researches should attend other variables such as the price factor on the percep-
tion of the product and the quality of the expected service. To perform a sensory analysis on the
perception of flavors and preferences to make recommendations on the modification of the
product would be interesting. Similarly, it is proposed to carry out similar studies to other organic
products (dairy products, cosmetics, among others) in different regions, for example in Mexico City
or Monterrey), where there is greater consumption.
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